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1. INTRODUCTION
On 25thApril 2007, the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor
Charles V was created in Medina de Pomar (Burgos) with the objective of protecting and
promoting the tourist, historical-cultural and economic resources of the European Routes of
Charles V. Currently it comprises more than 60 cities and historical sites along the length
and breadth of the journeys covered by Charles Hapsburg between 1517 and 1557.
Since 2007 the Network has been developing its extensive work in the construction of
a wide cultural and tourist programme centred on the figure and work of Charles Hapsburg.
Playing a major role in this endeavour are the launch of joint international initiatives based
on the character and the times of Emperor Charles V, as well as long-term cooperation
between towns, cities and sites associated with Charles V to consolidate cultural tourism
based on historical Re-enactment festivals, and the development and promotion of quality
labels in the agro-food, hostelry and restoration sectors.
Located within this framework are the landing of the Emperor in Laredo (Cantabria),
the landing in Villaviciosa (Asturias), the Emperor’s Route (on foot and on horseback) in La
Vera (Extremadura), Charles the V Route from Tornavacas to Jarandilla de la Vera
(Extremadura), the Laredo–Medina de Pomar Route (Castile and Leon), the celebration in
Mojados (Valladolid) of “Charles V. Mojados – Heart of an Empire” commemorating the
meeting in that municipality in 1517 of Charles V and Fernando II, the celebration in Brussels
of the entrance of Charles V into the Grand Place, the Historical Procession of Charles V in
San Severo (Italy), Renaissance Week (Pistonieri) in Cava de Teirreni (Italy), Festival Carolus V
in the Palacio de Coudenberg (Brussels), the Procession of the Rope Wearers in Ghent…
All these celebrations and routes have been established for a good number of years
and have a stable place in the tourist programming of the respective local entities and the
Cooperation Network of the European Routes of the Emperor Charles V.
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2. CULTURAL EUROPEAN ITINERARY OF THE EUROPEAN ROUTES OF CHARLES V.
On 27th September 2013, the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V (RCCV) presented to the European Institute of Cultural Itineraries their
application for Council of Europe Cultural Route certification.
In May 2015, the Cooperation Network was declared a Council of Europe Cultural
Itinerary.

The project of the European Cultural Itinerary of the European Routes of Charles V is
based on the following points:

1. Together, the institutions which comprise the Cooperation Network of the European
Routes of Charles V accommodate and/or represent the cultural, historical-artistic,
academic and social legacy of the reign of the European Emperor Charles Habsburg,
bringing together the largest known collection of evidence of this period of European
history.
2. This legacy forms a formidable cultural and historical reference for the present cities
of Europe, and tangible proof that the European nations of the Modern Age share
cultural, artistic, political and social values not extent of tensions and serious
confrontations which have been overcome.
3. Currently, the regions represented offer a vast range of destinations of cultural and
natural interest as well as activities and commemorations linked to the character of
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Charles V which are representative of Renaissance European society (XVI century),
and accessible to the knowledge and enjoyment of European and World society.
4. This European Cultural heritage combines all the requisites to define a tour
encompassing various regions and countries organized around a theme whose
historical, artistic, academic, cultural, social and socio-political interest reveals itself
as European fundamentally in terms of its content, meaning and geographical layout.
5. The study and enhancement of the character and times of Charles V, the last
European Emperor, through the sharing of a common history and an extensive
heritage, is vital to the historical process and construction of Europe and necessary to
the fostering of a European identity and a lasting sense of shared belonging to a
common history and a broad heritage, diverse and supportive, such as is the
European; and will allow the process of European construction to progress based on
the strongest foundation stones: culture and the unity of the peoples of Europe.

OBJECTIVES OF THE CULTURAL ITINERARY:

-

To develop a cultural and touristic offer based on the European heritage of the 16 th
century and the figure of Emperor Charles V.

-

To expand a research programme centred on the history, art and culture of the
epoch of Emperor Charles V which will facilitate the development of joint activities.

-

To promote the preservation and diffusion of the European Cultural Heritage of the
Renaissance, encouraging common activities in the management, recovery and social
enhancement of same.

-

To encourage cultural and educational exchanges, paying particular attention to
contact between young people in the diverse regions and countries.

-

To boost the development and circulation of activities which allow the elaboration
and widening social awareness of contemporary cultural and artistic activities
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amongst the members of the network driving the itinerary, as well as with other
networks, particularly with the Cultural Itineraries of the Council of Europe.
-

To work in a determined way to create tourist products of a sustainable nature which
will improve the lives of citizens, create jobs, free tourism of its seasonal limitations,
and create cultural tourism of quality.

-

To favour understanding and cohesion between the peoples of Europe, influencing in
particular those aspects required to overcome the interlinked conflicts (religious,
social and political) which were brought about by the perilous European history of
the Modern Age. To work on the unifying aspects of European society in the
Renaissance (art, culture, the classic vision of Europe) in the face of the religious
intransigence and territorial conflicts of the epoch.

FIRST EVALUATION CYCLE OF THE INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL ITINERARIES OF THE COUNCIL OF
EUROPE
In 2018, following the three-year anniversary of the certification of the Emperor
Charles V Routes as a Cultural Itinerary of the Council of Europe, it was time for the regular
three-year evaluation cycle, in our case 2018-2019, established by the Institute of Cultural
Itineraries of the Council of Europe.
After receiving the material requested for review by the Institute, an independent expert
was assigned to review said documentation and visited several members in December 2018.
The independent evaluator then issued a comprehensive evaluation report together with an
improvement plan.
On 11 April 2019, the Cooperation Network was summoned to Luxembourg by the
Council of Europe management to secure the itinerary renewal.
Once the process was completed on 30 April 2019, and having successfully passed the
three-year regular evaluation cycle of the period 2016-2018, the Institute of Cultural
Itineraries of the Council of Europe confirmed the renewal of the certification of the Routes
of Emperor Charles V as a Cultural Itinerary of said Council of Europe.
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3. SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN ROUTES OF EMPEROR CHARLES V
During the Governing Board which took place in San Severo on 10 th July, 2017, the
appointment of D. Alain Servantie as coordinator of the Scientific Committee of the
Cooperation Network of European Routes of Emperor Charles V was approved.
During the Governing Board held in Brussels on September 7, the current composition of
the committee was ratified.
The Scientific Committee is configured in the following structure:


Council of Honour. Composed of important people in the study and appreciation
of Emperor Charles V and his legacy, who will act in a consultative and advising
capacity, fostering their participation in the programme of activities to be
designed by the Network. Outgoing members of the new Scientific Committee
will be invited to join if they think it is appropriate.



Expert Committee. Structured in national groups with specialized working parties
or task forces formed by theme or regional area. Outgoing members of the new
Scientific Committee will be invited to join. The four themed working parties will
be :
a) Research– comprised of academics specializing in historic research into
Charles V, his times and/or his legacy.
b) Heritage and museums – comprised of experts in research, management
and evaluation of heritage sites and museums linked to Charles V and his
times. Special emphasis on those listed as World Heritage by UNESCO and
with the seal of European Heritage.
c) Cultural Management – comprised of experts in the study and
organization of historical re-enactment events, musical festivals, theatre
and dance and cultural activities related to Charles V and his epoch.
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d) Sustainable Cultural Tourism – comprised of experts in the study,
management, promotion and commercialization of routes and cultural
itineraries related to the character of Emperor Charles V, his times and/or
his legacy.
In order to have an efficient and useful Committee it is suggested that a coordinating
entity be created, directly related to the Governing Board and management of the Network,
and composed of the Coordinator of the Scientific Committee and the leaders of each of the
working parties of the Expert Committee, and whose functions will be the following:

-

Permanent advice to the Governing Board and the Management of the Routes of
Emperor Charles V.

-

Coordination of the Council of Honour, Expert Committee, Network of Charles
Universities, Network of Young Researchers and the Carolus V Network.

-

Elaboration and coordination of a working plan for the Scientific Committee of the
European Routes of Charles V, 2016-20.

-

Search for sources of funding for said working plan of the Committee.

-

Elaboration of an annual report on activities for the General Meeting.

The Scientific Committee of the Routes of Emperor Charles V is comprised of the following
members, approved at the General Assembly Meeting hold in Aguilar de Campo on 16
November 2018:

COUNCIL OF HONOUR


Dr. Horst Pietschmann, University of Hamburgo



Dr. Antonio Ventura Díaz, Emeritus Professor of Universities of Salamanca and
Extremadura



Prof. Bruno Anatra. University of Cagliari
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Dr. Ardnt Brendecke. University of Munich



Dra. Manuela Mendonça. Portuguese Academy of History



Dr. Geoffrey Parker. United States of America

COORDINATOR: Lic. Alain Servantie, Ex-manager of the unit of European Union for Turkey

EXPERTS COMMITTEE

GERMANY


Dr. Lars-Arne Dannenberg. History Research Associate at the Saxon Academy of
Sciences and the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences

BELGIUM


Prof. Röel Jacobs, manager of culture and tourism in Brussels



Prof. Gustaav Janssens. Belgium Royal Commission of History.



Dr. Jonathan Dumont. University of Liége

FRANCE


Prf. Ludolf Pelizaeus. University Picardie Jules Verne. Amiens.

SPAIN


Dra. Bethany Aram, Universidad Pablo Olavide, Sevilla



Dr. Carlos Belloso Martín, Universidad Europea Miguel de Cervantes



Dr. Francisco Pizarro, Universidad de Extremadura



Dr. Jordi Tresserras Juan, Universitat de Barcelona



Dr. Rafael López Guzmán, Universidad de Granada



D. Javier López Martín. Maritime Archaeology, Madrid

ITALY


Prof. María Pía Pedani, Università Ca’Foscari Venezia



Dr. Anna Trono, Universidad de Salento
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Dr. Francesco Vergara Raffarelli. Universidad de Palermo



D. Francesco Totaro. Centro Culturale Luigi Einaudi



Dr. Ferdinando Maurici (Universidad de Palermo)



Prof. Nicola Melis. University of Cagliari.

PORTUGAL


Dra. María de Fátima Reis, University of Lisboa / Portuguese Academy of History.

LUXEMBURG


Dr. Gilles Genot. University of Luxemburg

AUSTRIA


Dr. Marion Romberg. Austrian Academy of Sciences.

NETHERLANDS


Dr. Louis Sicking. University of Leyden

MEETING OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

DECEMBER 16TH, 2016.
Lisbon (Portugal)
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DECEMBER 2ND, 2017.
Coudenberg-Palace (Bruselas).

SEPTEMBER 21ST, 2018.
Granada (Spain)

NOVEMBER 5TH, 2019.
LECCE (ITALY)
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4. MEMBERS OF THE COOPERATION NETWORK
Currently the Cooperation Network has a total of 82 members from 10 countries in
Europe, North Africa and America, in the following distribution:
ALGERIA:
1. City of Oran
BELGIUM:
2. City of Ghent
3. City of Brussels
4. Coudenberg Palace of Charles V in Brussels
5. Visit Brussels.
6. Ommegang Association.
GERMANY:
7. Region Elbe-Elster Region.
HOLLAND:
8. City of Flushing (Vlissingen)
ITALY:
9. City of San Severo
10. City of Lesina
11. City of Castelvetrano
12. City of Canneto
13. Regional Assembly of Sicily
14. Frederick II Foundation (Sicily)
15. Asociación Storico Culturale Pistonieri Sta. Maria del Rovo. Cittá de Cava
16. City of Termoli
17. City of Cava dei Tirreni
18. Centro Culturale Internazionale Luigi Einaudi. (San Severo)
19. Associazione Turistica ProLoco Padula (Padula).
20. Associazione ProLoco Capua (CE)
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21. Polo Museale di Teramo (Teramo)
22. Istituto Tecnico Superiore per l´industria dell´ospitalitá e del turismo allargato.
23. Associazione Culturale “Aurora”. Mesina
24. City of Nicosia
25. Museo della Maiolica. Laterzza
26. Asociación Cultural Cortejo Histórico de Carlos V de Nicosia.
27. City of Troina
MOROCCO:
28. City of Tangier
PORTUGAL:
29. Portuguese Academy of History
SPAIN:
ASTURIAS
30. City of Villaviciosa
31. Principado de Asturias
CANTABRIA
32. City of Laredo
33. City of Colindres
34. City of Limpias
35. City of Ampuero
36. City of Rasines
37. City of Ramales de la Victoria
38. City of San Vicente de la Barquera
LA RIOJA
39. La Rioja Turismo S.A.U
PAIS VASCO
40. City of Lanestosa
CASTILLA Y LEON
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41. City of Medina de Pomar
42. City of Merindad de Valdivielso
43. City of Mojados
44. City of Merindad de Montija.
45. City of Villalar de los Comuneros.
46. City of Valladolid.
47. City of Tordesillas
48. City of Becerril de Campos.
49. City of Medina del campo
50. City of Valdestillas
51. City of Ampudia
52. Junta de Castilla y León, (Fundación Siglo) España
53. Diputación de Palencia (España)
54. Asociación Amigos de la Villa de Sepúlveda (Segovia)
55. City of Aranda de Duero
56. City of Quintanilla de las Carretas
EXTREMADURA
57. City of Jarandilla de la Vera
58. City of Aldeanueva de la Vera
59. City of Cuacos de Yuste
60. European and Ibero-American Academy Foundation of Yuste
61. La Vera Municipalities Community
62. City of Jaraíz de la Vera.
63. City of Garganta La Olla
64. City of Pasarón de La Vera
65. City of Tornavacas
66. City of Guadalupe
67. Autonomous Government of Extremadura
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68. Provincial Government of Cáceres
69. City of Losar de la Vera (Interpretation Center For Malaria)
MELILLA
70. Autonomous City of Melilla
CASTILLA LA MANCHA
71. City of Toledo.
ARAGÓN
72. Gobierno de Aragón
ANDALUCIA
73. Patronato de la Alhambra y Generalife
74. Universidad de Granada
TUNISIA
75. City of Tunis
PANAMÁ
76. City of Panamá
FRANCIA
77. Monastery of Brou. Bourg-en-Bresse.
COLABORATION PARTNERS
78. ADICOVER
79. SOPRODEVAJE
80. ADECO-CAMINO
81. RUTA DEL MUDEJAR
82. ASÓN-AGÜERA
83. CEDER MERINDADES
84. CULTURAL ASSOCIATION “FRIENDS OF THE LANDING OF CHARLES V, EL PALENQUE”.
LAREDO. (CANTABRIA).
85. G.A.L. ZONA CENTRO DE VALLADOLID
86. G.A.L. Campana de Oropesa
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5. COOPERATION NETWORK AGREEMENTS WITH DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONS

5.1 THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL INSTITUTE (IGN)
The IGN has been assigned with the production, updating and management of
national topographic and cartographic bases and the CNIG with their publication and
dissemination, as well as the development of value-added products, especially those of a
technological

nature

(mobile

applications to facilitate universal
accessibility, augmented reality,
3D

scenarios,

etc.).

This

agreement provides a logistical
support

for

the

Cooperation

Network, in the development of
its dissemination and geolocation
tools for the different routes and
destinations, both nationally and
internationally, something essential in the current tourism market.
This agreement allows the dissemination, through its collaborative web platform of
Nature, Culture and Leisure (NCO), of
tourist itineraries and destinations from
any website that includes such a viewer,
as well as the use of the rest of IGN and
CNIG channels: other thematic viewers,
apps, Route section of the Download
Centre, special maps based on basic and
derived cartography, printed or digital NCO thematic cartography, etc.
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5.2 PARADORS
This agreement aims to establish a permanent collaboration framework between
Paradors and the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Carlos V for the
distribution and promotion of the
Routes of Emperor Charles V in
an effort to diversify the Spanish
tourism offer.
It seeks to offer visitors a
unique experience, highlighting
the unique values of both the
PARADORS and the European
Routes of Emperor Charles V,
emphasising, among other things, the historical-artistic wealth, culture and traditions, the
landscape and natural diversity and the wide and varied cuisine available in the Parador
locations.

5.3 MIGUEL DE CERVANTES UNIVERSITY (VALLADOLID)
The purpose of this Framework Agreement is to achieve, through continuous mutual
collaboration, higher levels in teaching, research, knowledge transfer, analysis and
development within areas of interest. The planned cooperation activities are as follows:


Scientific and cultural activities aimed specifically at providing a deeper insight

into the trajectory of Emperor Charles V from a historical, social, economic and
tourist point of view.


Joint development of texts, monographs and other publications in any field of

common interest to the parties, within the framework of their purposes and
objectives, and under the provisions of current regulations on intellectual property.


Advice and cooperation on historical, tourism, economic, social and marketing

training.
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Advice and cooperation regarding methodology and new information

technologies and applied research.











Internships.



Exchange of specialists in areas of interest.



Granting of scholarships and organization of courses, along with visiting

programmes.


Carrying out cooperation projects in any area of common interest to the parties

and within their aims and objectives.


Programming and carrying out of joint studies and research on topics of mutual

interest.


Any other form of cooperation that is agreed between the European Route

Network of Charles V and the UEMC through signing specific work programmes.
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5.4 RUEDA WINE ROUTE
This agreement is intended to define the strategic keys for the joint tourism-cultural
promotion in the field of Rueda Designation of Origin and Charles V Cooperation Network as
a way of diversifying Spain’s tourism offer.
The agreement also seeks
to offer the visitor a unique
experience, in which the unique
values of both the Rueda Wine
Route and European Routes of
Emperor Charles V are highlighted,
emphasising, among other things,
the
culture

historical-artistic
and

wealth,

traditions,

the

landscape and natural diversity and the wide and varied cuisine available in the different
locations.

5.5 ROYAL THEATRE OF MADRID
This collaboration agreement with the Royal
Theatre of Madrid is to promote the historical and
heritage sites of Emperor Charles V. Especially this
year, thanks to the inclusion of the opera Don Carlos
by Giuseppe Verdi in the seasonal programme of the
Royal Theatre.
The agreement results in the promotion of activities and events organized by renowned
cultural institutions such as the National Library, the British Council, the National
Archaeological Museum and the Prado Museum among others.
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5.6 I.E.S. JARANDA (JARANDILLA DE LA VERA)
This collaboration agreement aims to develop several objectives through its Social
Entrepreneurship and Learning Action Plan as follows:


Promotion of student training through historical-artistic heritage conservation

activities and the dissemination of the cultural, natural and tourist resources of the
towns linked to the figure of Emperor Charles V.


Educational promotion, dissemination and outreach of the European Routes of

Emperor Charles V.


Integration of the European Routes of Emperor Carlos V in the Secondary School

curriculum through educational projects
and initiatives for student participation
in collaboration with other groups,
especially older people.


Development

outreach

and

of

dissemination,

cultural

awareness

materials featuring the European Routes
of Emperor Charles V.


Establishment of mechanisms for the coordination, interaction and development

of joint projects with educational centers associated with these cultural routes.

5.6. TURESPAÑA
On 25 March 2019, the Secretary of State for Tourism, Matilde Asian González,
formalised a collaboration procedure that gave the green light to the creation of the
"Cultural Routes of Spain", a brand that integrates five cultural itineraries of special
relevance in our country: the Prehistoric Cave Painting Trails, the Trails of the Passion, the
Silver Route, the Trails of El Cid and Emperor Charles V Routes.
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The purpose of this agreement was to establish a framework of permanent
collaboration between Turespaña and the five itineraries for their dissemination and
international promotion. This initiative is part of Turespaña's strategy for the promotion and
marketing of foreign tourism of quality
products that have a marked cultural
character linked to rural tourism.
This agreement is Turespaña’s way
of confirming the value and diversity of
these

itineraries,

their

sustained

promotion and management over the
years and their importance in the
territories they span. At the same time, it
formalizes the collaboration that has been in place since 2015 in the field of international
promotion, through trade fairs, professional meetings, marketing catalogues and edition of
tourist material and other publications.
The start of the formalization of the Tourism Product Club "Cultural Routes of Spain"
under the Spanish Secretary of State for Tourism represents a further step forward in this
agreement.
The "Cultural Routes of Spain" Product Club could be an effective tool to, on the one
hand, make known, through tourism and outside the "typical" tourist circuits, the
historical and heritage diversity; and, on the other, a contribution to the legitimate
aspiration to be one of the leading European countries of cultural tourism.
It is a cultural product aimed at increasing the market of specialized offers and
promote rural tourism - generally directed at rural environments with depopulation
problems - through an attractive, well-structured, and easily identifiable proposal: the key
is to get to know a different Spain, different from the clichés.
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The goals of the Product Club are the following:


To consolidate the “Cultural Routes of Spain” brand.



To study the market and develop a complete analysis for the implementation of a

long-term work strategy, specializing in targets and markets.


To integrate different services and products in the “Cultural Routes of Spain”

tourism product.


To develop the project in a homogeneous way in the territories of the club

member routes as part of their identity, and as a vehicle of growth.


To establish a tourism laboratory that analyses all aspects in relation to supply

and demand.


To develop cultural and tourist mediation systems that enable tourists to

approach and interpret the resource that motivated their trip.


To position the “Cultural Routes of Spain” brand as a solid and competitive

cultural tourism brand at international level.


To develop joint actions focused on the technological development and

implementation of the cultural attractions of the routes, as well as their tourist offer.
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6. PROJECTS
During 2019, there have been numerous projects that have been consolidated or
advanced with respect to previous ones. There have also been numerous European projects
for which the Cooperation Network has opted:

6.1 DOCUMENTARY: “THE EMPEROR'S ROADS”
After almost two years of filming and preparation of the documentary, the
presentation of the documentary series ‘Carlos V: Los Caminos del Emperador’ took place in
Madrid on 31 January 2019. This is a co-production with RTVE, Orange Productions and
Canal Extremadura and with the support of the Emperor Charles V Routes Cooperation
Network, which recreates some of the
Emperor’s most important travels.
Over a hundred guests, among
whom were numerous political and
cultural

personalities,

attended

the

presentation ceremony which took place
in the legendary Bar Cock in Madrid,
next to the Gran Via.
The event was attended by the
Director of the series, Juan Frutos, the Director of Culture and Society of TVE’s La 2, Urbana
Gil, the Director of Content of Canal Extremadura, Luis Miguel Lopez, and the Vice-president
and Director of the Network of Cooperation of the Routes of Emperor Charles V, Fermin
Encabo and Quintin Correas respectively.
A large part of the artistic cast of the documentary series also attended: Mario
Zorrilla, Antonio Salazar, Cayetana Cabezas, Alberto Amarilla, Primitivo Rojas, Olga Lozano
and Salvador Campoy were all present.
The event was covered by more than 25 media outlets such as the Faro de Vigo, ABC,
El Mundo, RTVE, etc.
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This long-awaited premiere took place on Saturday, 2 February (19.06 hours) on
TVE’s La 2 channel. It included 5 episodes and ended on 2 March 2019.
The series is available online in RTVE’s digital platform at the following link:
http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/videos/carlos-v-los-caminos-del-emperador/

The national impact has been excellent judging by the average 400,000 viewers of
each episode. It seems the incursion of Emperor Charles V on the screens has been a huge
success.

6.2. TOURIST PRODUCT CLUB “CARLOS V”

This is a "Hospitality, Crafts and Agricultural Foods Excellence Club" intended to give
visibility to the tourism products distributed along the different routes travelled by
King/Emperor Charles of Habsburg.
It also seeks at including in the COOPERATION NETWORK OF EUROPEAN ROUTES OF
EMPEROR CHARLES V -and in its European Cultural Itinerary-, the industry fabric of
hospitality, crafts and agri-food fabric of the cities and regions in the different routes.
The Tourism Product Club shall provide six quality certification labels:
-

Imperial Lodging

-

Imperial Kitchen

-

Imperial Crafts

-

Agri-food Products

-

Collaborating Establishments

-

Museums and Interpretations Centre

In 2019 the situation of affiliated companies is as follows:


9 Restaurants



15 Lodgings



2 Agri-food companies



2 Collaborating establishments
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3 Museums and/or interpretation centres

During 2019, the following activities have been carried out with respect to the
"Imperial Kitchens” project:


Hunter's Day. Jarandilla de la Vera.

On 27 April, 2019, the "4th Extremadura Hunter Day" was held in Jarandilla de la Vera,
organized by the Extremadura Hunting Federation. Due to Emperor Charles V's taste for this
type of meat, Imperial Kitchens was invited to create a show cooking of a dish from the
Carolinian menus, with game meat as the main ingredient.



Carolinian cocktail reception at the Charles V Award

As every 9 of May, Europe Day, the Monastery of
Yuste hosted the Charles V Award, which the
European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste
Foundation awarded this year to the Cultural Routes
of the Council of Europe.
This year we have had the honour that "Imperial
Kitchens” was in charge of the cocktail reception
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after the award was presented. A delegation of their cooks worked for several days and
during the actual morning of the awarding to
prepare the cocktail reception after the award
was presented. They received the praises of His
Majesty King Felipe VI, and also of Stefano
Dominioni, director of the Cultural Routes of
the Council of Europe, who noted the great
work done by the cooks representing Imperial
Kitchens "as an example of the engagement of
companies in the promotion of cultural
routes." In short, it was a day to show the
world the good work of our cooks, their
professionalism and mastery.
For this event, corporate uniforms for
the participating cooks were made, a special
note with the imperial menu was drafted, and
a promotional table of imperial kitchens and
collaborators that was located in the cloister
where the food was served was set up for all
attendees to learn about the Cooperation
Network project.
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MUSEUM OR INTERPRETATION CENTRE
As a novelty this year, the category of Museum or Interpretation Centre attached to
the Cooperation Network, and belonging to the Tourism Product Club was introduced.

This year these labels have been given to the following centres:
-

Interpretation Centre of the "Last landing of Charles V". El Palenque Cultural
Association. Laredo (Cantabria).

-

Museum of Charles V. Mojados (Valladolid)

-

Interpretation Centre "House of Hevia". Villaviciosa (Asturias)
The label is scheduled to be presented to the Museum "Mühlberg 1547" in Mühlberg

(Germany), coinciding with the activities of the General Assembly of the Cooperation
Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V.

6.3. HISTORICAL MAPS AND CARTOGRAPHIC/TOURIST ADAPTATION.
The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V has
promoted an update of the historical routes the Emperor took on his travels across Spain. To
this end, it has selected those trips that are best known for having had greater historical
significance. Thanks to the agreement with the Miguel de Cervantes University of Valladolid,
the maps of the Charles V Routes in Spanish territory have been prepared.
The itineraries followed by Emperor Charles V on his many journeys through the
lands of Spain between 1517 and 1556 have today become a major tourist resource. In
particular, we note the social and economic impact and development that the dissemination
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of this rich historical heritage is generating in many towns, which is usually linked to other
important tourist resources such as artistic and gastronomic heritage, and the landscapers.

For all this, and to deepen the tourist use that recalling the life of a character as
fascinating and international as Emperor Charles offers, the Cooperation Network of the
European Routes of Emperor Charles V has promoted an update of the historical itineraries
he made as Emperor on his travels across Spain. For this purpose, it has proceeded to select
those trips that are best known for having had greater historical significance such as, among
others, his arrival in Spain and his first trip to Tordesillas to see his mother Queen Joanna; to
Valladolid, to be proclaimed king by the Castilian Courts; his trip to Andalusia in 1526 on the
occasion of his wedding in Seville with Empress Isabella of Portugal, followed by his stay in
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Granada; or the Emperor's last voyage in 1556, after his abdication in Brussels, with his
landing in Laredo towards Yuste.
The technical part of the review of these historical routes has been entrusted to
Professors Carlos Belloso and Sara Maria Sánchez, from the Research Group on Cultural
Management (GECU) of the Miguel de Cervantes European University (UEMC), which
through the analysis of the historical cartography and the Escorial Atlas from the 16th
century have been able to faithfully recreate the main milestones of these historical
itineraries and develop affordable and appealing tourist options adapted to the current
channels of communication. It is planned to continue with the historical maps of Italy and
the rest of the territory in the coming years.

6.4 CALLS FOR PROJECTS. CREA360 REPORT
The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V, with
headquarters in the town of Cuacos de Yuste in Extremadura, is leading an Erasmus+ KA105
project, Europe for Citizens, and a certification process for the European Solidarity Corps.
Some 22 members from different European Union countries have, together with the
Association, collaborated as partners in the promotion of a variety of international
initiatives. In spite of this, the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor
Charles V continues to search for new partners as a way of increasing its number of contacts,
expanding its work and participating in new projects.
Programmes include gastronomy, cultural tourism, heritage valuation, volunteering,
citizen participation and demographic challenge. The European Union considers these topics
undertaken by the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V
current issues.

TOWN NETWORKS: EUROPE FOR CITZENS
The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V has
promoted two town networks within the framework of the Europe for Citizens programme. .
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These town networks aim to promote intercultural dialogue and establish alliances to
address the main challenges facing European citizenship today.
Such programmes are a tool for twinning cities to increase the perception of citizens
with regard to their history and cultural diversity as a way of improving civic and democratic
participation. A series of activities and events, aimed at all kinds of people, have been
created to enable citizens to take an active part in the projects. The programmes the
Network has participated in include Herope and Eudemo.

HEROPE
Herope (Heritage for Europe - building common historical paths) is a project intended
to foster debate between 9 European territories to assess the common history of Europe
and its cultural heritage. This project, which is in its evaluation phase, will allow hundreds of
young people from the territories involved to debate and reflect on the common history of
Europe, while investigating the activities of Charles V during the 16th century.
The project will comprise 8 main events on an international level where groups,
formed by young volunteers, will carry out different activities with the intention of better
understanding the historical and cultural legacy of Europe. All activities and their respective
results will be disseminated through social networks. In addition, a documentary produced
by the volunteers themselves, will be made.
The partners participating with the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V are as follows:
Association

City

Country

Centro Culturale “Luigi Einaudi"

San Severo

Italy

Naxxar Local Council

Naxxar

Malta

Palais de Charles V

Brussels

Belgium

Bulgarian Youth Association

София

Bulgaria

Gemeente’s Hertogenbosch

Hertogenbosch

Netherlands
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EUDEMO
Eudemo (European demo: Creating citizen awareness on EU migration challenges) is
another project carried out by the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor
Charles V in cooperation with 7 other European partners. On this occasion, the main
objective of the project is to raise awareness and reflect on the migration phenomena and
policies of the European Union at a local level to promote civic participation and citizen
collaboration.
In this respect, the project will focus on addressing the awareness of citizens and
their active participation in the social inclusion of migrants, from inside and outside Europe,
with special emphasis on the phenomenon of depopulation. The project will include
technical specialists, teachers and social workers to promote social and political awareness
in those territories where migration is customary. The participation of NGOs, civic
associations and schools for this same purpose has also been underlined.
This project will include 8 international events where groups, formed by
representatives of schools, NGOs, workers and the volunteers themselves, will carry out
specific activities and workshops to reach the established objectives such as understanding
the phenomena of migration in Europe and knowing how to adapt to the social and political
consequences at a local level.
The volunteers will prepare a promotional video of the project showing the opinions
of real immigrants and emigrants. Infographics and other graphic material will also be used
to show the results and conclusions.
The partners participating with the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V are as follows:
Association

City

Country

Szolnok Megyei Jogú Város Önkormányzata

Szolnok

Hungary

Vilanu Novada Pasvaldba

Vilani, Vilanu Novads

Latvia

Stadt Altena

Altena

Germany
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Obcina Kungota

Zgornja Kungota

Slovenia

Connect People 2U

Pitesti

Romania

Municipality of Viana Do Castelo

Viana do Castelo

Portugal

Municipality of Mylopotamos

Perama

Greece

ERASMUS+ KA1: LET’S COOK OUR HERITAGE, LET’S COOK OUR FUTURE
The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V also leads an
Erasmus+ exchange programme on European gastronomic culture and how it can be a tool
for social inclusion and the reduction of youth unemployment.
The main aim of this project is to use hospitality and traditional gastronomy in a
tourist context to help young people find work and so reduce the rate of youth
unemployment, a serious problem in the European Union.
Twenty-six young workers will participate in a specialized and practical course where
they will learn about European gastronomic traditions and how to get value out of them
from a business and economic point of view. In addition, they will be given tools to pass on
to other young people in their respective territories. The course will be held in the town of
Cuacos de Yuste in Extremadura. It will be based on the successful experience of “Imperial
Kitchens”, a concept drawn from the figure of Emperor Charles V aimed at recovering
recipes from that era and adapted to the present.
The partners participating with the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V are as follows:
Association

Country

Youthfully Yours

Slovakia

Centro Culturale “Einaudi”

Italy

SIA "HOTEL SCHOOL"Viesnicu Biznesa Koledza

Latvia

Can you

Bulgaria

Cyprus Food and Nutrition Museum

Cyprus
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EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY CORPS CERTIFICATION.
Being an Association focused mainly on the tourist and cultural promotion of the
journeys Emperor Charles V made through Europe, the Association saw fit to present a
European voluntary service certification project (European Solidarity Corps), a European
programme that will, in the coming years, wager on the enhancement of cultural heritage.
The aim of this European programme is to create opportunities among young people
that will allow them to perform voluntary work in different European Union countries and as
such be able to help different people and communities. These young people are a source of
human capital able to carry out tasks, activities and roles that will help with Europe’s present
challenges. It is for this reason that the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V wants these young volunteers to promote cultural heritage, history and
local tourism while, at the same time, focusing on combatting demographic challenge.
Certification was requested at the end of September 2019 and is expected to be
granted by the end of the year. This certification will allow the Cooperation Network of the
European Routes of Emperor Charles V to participate in the programme and welcome
volunteers from all over Europe who will work for a few months on the enhancement of
cultural heritage through specific projects. At the same time, the Association will be able to
participate in other projects and send young volunteers to other parts of Europe.

PROPOSALS UP TO THE END OF 2019
CREATIVE EUROPE
Calls for the 2019 cooperation projects in the fields of culture, art and the creative
sector will close on 27 November. The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of
Emperor Charles V will be cooperating with the Cultural Itinerary of the Jewish Heritage
(Luxembourg), the Cultural Itinerary of Ceramics (Italy) and the Cultural Itinerary of
Totalitarianisms (Italy). The proposal to be submitted will call for small-scale cooperation
(maximum 200,000 euros at 60% co-financing).
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The main aim of this project is to find other cultural route associations with whom to
share information about European culture, history and legacies. The project is also aimed at
the collaboration and mutual help between routes since there have been, over recent years,
difficulties and problems that have produced challenges.
Some of the proposed activities will concentrate on the relationships between the
different associations, citizen participation, organization of cultural projects and the
promotion and marketing of cultural routes.
In this way, it will be possible to promote and encourage the use of these cultural
itineraries as a way of helping the public better understand the culture, history and legacy of
the different European territories.

MEETING IN BELGIUM WITH BELGIAN PARTNERS
On 19 November 2019, three experts from CREA 360 SL organized a number of work
activities in Brussels that included a meeting with the Belgian members of the network
aimed at encouraging their participation in future European projects. In this way, relations
will be strengthened and new ideas and proposals for European projects put on the table to
motivate greater participation by European partners.

TALK AND NETWORKING IN MÜHLBERG (GERMANY)
The Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Emperor Charles V, within the
framework of its annual meeting will, from 1 to 4 December 2019, meet with its European
partners to inform them of the opportunities offered by the European Union and the
projects the Association intends to spearhead. The intention is to bring the different
partners up to date and persuade them to take a greater interest in participating in the
projects. The meeting will take place in Mühlberg (Germany) with the participation of a CREA
360 SL expert who will try and encourage the network partners to participate in the projects.
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7. MARKETING OF THE EUROPEAN ROUTES OF CHARLES V

7.1 WEB PAGE www.itineracarolusv.eu

It is the official website of the Cooperation Network of the European Routes of Charles V,
www.itineracarolusv.eu. The page is translated into four languages, Spanish, English, French
and Italian, and is where one can find all the information referring to the Cooperation
Network as an institution and to the European Routes of Emperor Charles V, with publicity
and informative documents, emphasizing especially the promotion of the places and cities
through which the Emperor passed and which are currently associates of the Network.
It is a dynamic device where news, activities and events are updated. As well as
having access to the social networks of the organization such as Facebook, Twitter and a
blog in wordpress, there is also access to the Network’s YouTube channel where all the most
representative videos are uploaded, as are others which promote the Network’s associates.

7.2 ANDROID APPLICATION FOR MOBILES

It is an Integral Platform of Technological Diffusion of geo-referenced cultural and
tourist material, related to the Routes and its settlements and cities. It is a query tool which
allows users to access information in real time during their visit.
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Thanks as well to the integrated GPS in mobile devices, the application will take into
account the location of the user in order to offer them other advanced services such as the
calculation of the journeys, enhanced reality, information about events etc.

7.3. COOPERATION NETWORK BROCHURE

The Cooperation Network has a generic brochure in
English, which will be updated each year to accommodate
new partners joining. It is an explanatory brochure of the
European Cultural Route and all the members that are part
of it.
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7.4. MARKETING THROUGH CULTURAL ROUTES OF SPAIN
Through the agreement with Cultural Routes of Spain, the Routes of Charles V along
with the Prehistoric Cave Painting Trails, the Silver Route, the Trails of El Cid and the Trails of
the Passion have continued working on different joint actions in terms of marketing:


Joint brochure of the Cultural Routes of Spain for the international fairs attended:
World Travel Market in London and the ITB in Berlin.
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-

In 2019, the agreement with the French publishing

house Petit Futé, a travel guide aimed primarily at the French
public, for the distribution of the guide "Cultural Routes of
Spain" ends; this was for a reedition made for the years
2018/2019, so during this year it its distribution has continued
in both paper and digital formats, with approximately 9,000
copies.

7.5. SOCIAL MEDIA

The Cooperation Network’s social media is handled by Victor Fernández Correas who
is responsible for maintaining the media profiles on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram as well
as the YouTube channel and Wordpress blog.
The Route Network of Emperor Charles V has an active presence in this social media,
where it generates daily interest and conversations:

TWITTER
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FACEBOOK
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YOUTUBE

INSTAGRAM
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The comparative statistics regarding 2018 are detailed below.

TWITTER
2018

2019

FOLLOWERS

992

1,920

FOLLOWING

685

7,252

MENTIONS

288

612

RETWEETS

5,002

3,935

PROFILE VISITS

3,576

7,578

TWEET IMPRESSIONS

448,700

821,800

Clicks

150

437

FOLLOWERS

1,313

2,059

REACH

105,191

267,803

INTERACTIONS

28,227

68,170

TOTAL VISITS

1,444

3,487

LARGEST PUBLICATION

20,269

63,105

CLICKS ON LINKS

2,607

5,551

VIEWS

4,190

8,174

VISITORS

3,228

5,869

14

22

FACEBOOK

BLOG

MOST VIEWED POST
FOLLOWERS
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YOUTUBE
SUBSCRIBERS

3

15

VIEWS

1,489

5,323

MOST PLAYED VIDEO (MIN)

2,126

3,788

The results obtained in these social networks double those registered during 2018. To be
more specific, our blog records an average of 900 visits per month with peaks greater than
1,000 visits per month. Two publications are made a week in the blog in the three official
languages of the network: English, Spanish and French.

Also, news related to our routes network is sent every month to the European Cultural
Itineraries which distributes it in the three official languages through a newsletter.
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MEDIA PRESENCE
The Route Network is present in the media thanks to the press releases sent to the
media regarding its activities and those of its associates. Its presence ranges from radio to
television through to written and digital press.

7.4. INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIRS

-

FITUR. January 23-27, 2019. Madrid
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-

ITB. March 6-10. Berlin

-

WTM. November 4-7. London

-

INTUR. November 21-24. Valladolid.

7.5. COLLABORATION WITH THE WHOLESALE-RETAIL TRAVEL AGENCY “A-6. Route Travel".

A6 Route Travel is an inbound and wholesale/retail
travel agency based in Medina del Campo (Valladolid) and
Bermeo (Vizcaya). It is member of the Rueda Wine Route and
currently of the Product Club of the Routes of Charles V.
The Network, together with A6 Route Travel, is aimed at
marketing products and tourist packages around the figure of
Charles V. An initial proposal was a Carolinian package
together with the Rueda Wine Route followed by other proposals for the rest of the
territories.
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8. ACTIVITIES 2019

2019. PERMANENT EXHIBITION. Mühlberg Museum 1547. Theatrical guided tours were held
on April 24, May 1, September 8 and December 12 describing what happened at the Battle
of Mühlberg. Mühlberg (Germany).

JANUARY
 JANUARY 19. "Margaret of Austria in Ortona"
Conference with the participation of the Centro Culturale
Luigi Einaudi. Ortona (Italy)


JANUARY 23-25: Presentations at the FITUR tourism

fair. Madrid (Spain). The Emperor Charles V Route Network,
recognized as a European Cultural Itinerary of the Council of
Europe Institute of Cultural Itineraries was present at the
International Tourism Fair (Fitur) in Madrid from 23 to 27
January where it presented its calendar of activities for 2019.
At the fair, the Cooperation Network made three
presentations at the Extremadura, Castilla y León and Asturias stands respectively. During
the fair, the Charles V Routes Network held meetings with various organizations and
institutions to expand its activities to benefit all partners.
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FEBRUARY



FEBRUARY 2 and 9. Equestrian and hiking routes, historical recreations of the last
route of Emperor Charles V between Jarandilla de la Vera and the Monastery of
Yuste. (Extremadura, Spain). The region of La Vera commemorated on Saturday, 2
February, the XX Route of Emperor Charles V with an event that is listed as a Festival
of Regional Tourist Interest. The route recreates the journey made by Emperor
Charles V from the Palace of the Counts of Oropesa (now the National Parador of
Jarandilla de la Vera) to the Monastery of Yuste, in Cuacos de Yuste, on 3 February
1557. The Equestrian Route took place on 9 February.

 FEBRUARY 2: Premiere
of

the

Emperor’s

series
Roads"

"The
on

TVE2.
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MARCH


MARCH 6-10: International Tourism Fair. ITB in Berlin.



MARCH 27. Signing of the collaboration agreement between the Charles V
Cooperation Network and the Paradors. Those present included its President, the
Secretary of State for Tourism, the General Director of Tourism and our Vice
President and Manager, Fermin Encabo and Quintin Correas Domingo, respectively.
The agreement aims to establish a framework of stable collaboration between the
Paradors and our Network and the Routes Cooperation Network for the diffusion and
promotion of the tourist product Routes of Emperor Charles V, thereby diversifying
the

Spanish

tourism

offer.

It seeks to offer visitors a unique experience that emphasizes the unique values of
both the Paradors and European Routes of Emperor Charles V, highlighting, among
other things, historical-artistic wealth, culture and traditions, landscape diversity and
nature, and the wide and varied cuisine that is available in these territories.


MARCH 30-31: Board of Directors in Cava de Tirreni (Italy).
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APRIL


APRIL 4. Dramatized visit showcasing the Battle of Mühlberg. Mühlberg Museum
1547. (Germany)



APRIL 4, 5 and 6: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE "HERNAN CORTES IN THE 21ST
CENTURY. 500th ANNIVERSARY OF THE ARRIVAL OF CORTES IN MEXICO". Medellin
and Trujillo (Spain). European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste Foundation and
the Extremadura Historical Federation.



APRIL 11: 3-year evaluation of the Itinerary of the European Routes of the Council of
Europe defense and exhibition. Luxembourg.

 APRIL 25. Malaria Interpretation Centre Award for "Research and scientific
dissemination". Interpretation Centre of Malaria in Losar de la Vera. On 25 April, the
First Centre for Interpretation of Malaria for Scientific Research and Dissemination
Award was presented at the Centre headquarters in Losar de la Vera (Caceres).
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This award event allowed attendees to learn more about the disease that ended the
life of Emperor Charles back in 1558. Important experts in the field, as is the case of
Dr. Alfredo Mayor of the Barcelona Institute of Global Health; Dr. Jesus Lozano
Olivares and Dr. Pedro Javier Berzosa Diaz from the National Centre of Tropical
Medicine of the Carlos III Health Institute of Madrid, discussed the characteristics of
malaria, how it is investigated, how it can be eradicated, and especially in what phase
of research it is presently.


APRIL: Conference "Presentation of the European Cultural Itinerary – The Charles V
Routes". Centro Culturale Luigi Einaudi. Calabria (Italy).

MAY


MAY 1. Dramatized visit showcasing the Battle of Mühlberg. Mühlberg Museum
1547. (Germany)



MAY 4. THE INTERPRETATION CENTRE OF THE LAST
DESEMBARKATION OF CHARLES V was given a seal as
collaborator of the Cooperation Network. It is the first
centre created in Spain dedicated to Charles V. EL PALENQUE
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION, LAREDO (CANTABRIA).
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MAY 9: CHARLES V EUROPEAN AWARD. Yuste Monastery. (Cuacos de Yuste-Spain).
European and Ibero-American Academy Foundation of Yuste. This network of routes,
together with the rest of the roads and cultural itineraries that make up the Cultural
Routes of the Council of Europe, has received the Carlos V 2019 Prize awarded by
the European and Ibero-American Foundation of Yuste, which was delivered by His
Majesty, King Felipe VI. Event catering by "Imperial Kitchens".



MAY 13-17: Renaissance Week with cultural, artistic and gastronomic events. San
Severo (Italy).



MAY 17: Historical Recreation. Historical courtship "Tiberio Lisolis e la Municipalitá".
San Severo (Italy).
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MAY 18: Emperor's Concert Cycle. “Capella Ibérica”. Royal Monastery of Yuste.
Yuste European and Ibero-American Academy Foundation, in collaboration with the
National Heritage and Goethe Foundation. Cuacos de Yuste (Cáceres).



MAY-SEPTEMBER. CAROLUS V FESTIVAL. The Carolus V Festival brings with it a series
of events that showcase the Renaissance and heritage history of Europe. Its historical
and festive programme is organised in the context of the Cooperation Network of the
European Routes of Emperor Charles V. BRUSSELS
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JUNE


JUNE 2. Family Day. Coudenberg Palace. Brussels. A day of surprises awaits young
and old alike in the Coudenberg Palace, the palace of Charles V in Brussels. A day to
enjoy, to pamper yourself, dress up, discover and remember, with a cookery
workshop, games, music, dance, crossbow shooting, tastings and guided tours. An
opportunity to return in time with your family or friends and relive the Renaissance,
meeting crossbow soldiers, court ladies and gentlemen of the Golden Fleece in an
incredible setting.
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JUNE 4-7. INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL ITINERARIES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
TRAINING ACADEMY. VISBY (SWEDEN).



JUNE 7 - JULY 21. "The Dream. The first trip around the world, the longest journey”
Exhibition. Multimedia exhibition in which the
visitor will find the keys to the first trip around the
world of Magellan and Elcano. Set designs, historical
reproductions

and

notes

to

show

the

entrepreneurial spirit that made possible, between
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1518 and 1519, the organisation of a trip that defied the technology and mentality of
the time and heralded in a change of era during the reign of Charles V. Tordesillas.
(Valladolid).


JUNE 21-22. Pistonieri of Santa Maria del Rovo. Cava by ' Tirreni (Salerno, Tirreni,
Italy). Renaissance week with historical recreations.



JUNE 26-29. Ommegang Festival. Brussels.

Ommegang recreates a famous

celebration organised in 1549 at the Grand Place in honour of Charles V and his son
Phillip II. The representatives
of the Royal Court of Charles
V

parade

before

the

spectators thanks to more
than 1,600 volunteer extras
of all ages who collaborate to
make it possible. Vintage
costumes, horses, floats and
giants, horse-drawn carriages
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and flag throwers, among other things, take care of bringing our common history to
the tens of thousands of participants from all corners of Europe who visit this threeday festival every year.


JUNE 26 and 29. The Ommegang at Grand Place. Brussels.



JUNE 26 and 29. Crossbow shooting in Sablon. Brussels



JUNE 28-30. Charles V Renaissance Market. Autonomous City of Melilla. For one
weekend a year, Old Melilla is transformed into a Renaissance town thanks to this
event that has been held for several years now. It offers the public numerous
activities that include parades, jousting, etc.



JUNE: Conference "Presentation of the European Cultural Itinerary – The Charles V
Routes". Centro Culturale Luigi Einaudi. Basilicata (Italy).

JULY


First weekend of July. Historical Recreation "Heart of an Empire". Mojados
(Valladolid- SPAIN).
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JULY 5. Presentation of the CPT label, Collaborating Museum of the European
Cultural Route "Charles V Routes", to the Museum of Charles V in Mojados
(Valladolid).
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JULY 8. Conference "Cultural tourism opportunities for SMEs". Cáceres. The
Cooperation Network participated in the conferences as a good practice around
cultural tourism.



JULY 16-19. CAMPUS YUSTE. Summer Course. "THE (FEMALE) WORLD OF CHARLES V:
Women in Renaissance Europe and the Imperial Court." The course aims to address
the time of the emperor from the perspective of gender and the key role that women
played in the Renaissance Europe of the 16th century and the imperial court of
Charles V. Organised by the European and Ibero-American Yuste Foundation. With
the support of the University of Extremadura. Yuste Monastery. Cuacos de Yuste
(Spain).



JULY 20: "Remembering Margaret of Austria". Ortona (Italy). Centro Culturale Luigi
Einaudi.
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JULY 26. Fair and Procession of the "Stroppendragers" in Ghent (Noose Bearers)
(Belgium).

AUGUST


EVERY FRIDAY IN AUGUST. Moving theatrical performance touring different spaces
to narrate great journeys, such as the great feat that took place during the reign of
Charles V, when the navigator Magellan made the first trip round the world.
Valladolid was the starting point because of the agreement Charles V signed with
Magallanes on March 22, 1518. A different way to get to know the story through
characters. Tordesillas (Valladolid)



AUGUST 3. Landing of John of Austria in Marina de Mesina. Mesina (Italy).



AUGUST 14-21. Renaissance week, imperial commoner fair. Medina del Campo
(Valladolid –SPAIN).



AUGUST 14: Talk about the Tourist Product Club in Medina del Campo (Valladolid).
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AUGUST 23: Presentation of the CPT label, Interpretation Centre, partner of the
European Cultural Route "Charles V Routes", to the House of Hevia, in Villaviciosa
(Asturias).



AUGUST 24. Historical recreation of the first landing of Charles V in Spain. The
traditional fishing port of Tazones was the scene, in 1517, of the arrival of Emperor
Charles V to take possession of the Spanish crown. Tazones (Asturias, Spain).



AUGUST 25. Historical recreation of the first landing of Charles V in Spain. The events
will carry on in the town of Villaviciosa, with the procession of the monarch and his
entourage through the streets of the old town of the capital, as well as the
performance of theatrical visits in the "House of Hevia", the place where he spent the
first night in Spain. Villaviciosa (Asturias, Spain).
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SEPTEMBER


SEPTEMBER 8. Dramatised visit showcasing the Battle of Mühlberg. Mühlberg
Museum 1547. (Germany).



SEPTEMBER 16-22. The last landing of Charles V and Cultural Days of Charles V and
the Renaissance. This historic recreation takes the village of Laredo to one of the
most splendid moments in its history. And becomes once again the village that
Charles V and his sisters encountered. The agenda includes: history, culture, leisure
activities, jousting, children's parade of period costumes, large imperial parades, and
an imperial dinner. Laredo. Cantabria, Spain).



SEPTEMBER 21: CYCLE " THE EMPEROR’S CONCERTS". Cámara Antiqva. European
and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste Foundation, in collaboration with National
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Heritage and the Goethe Foundation. Royal Monastery of Yuste. Cuacos de Yuste
(Cáceres-Spain).

OCTUBRE


OCTOBER 2-4. ADVISORY FORUM OF THE INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL ITINERARIES OF
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE. SIBIU (ROMANIA).



OCTOBER 2-4. CAMPUS YUSTE. Summer Course: “CHARLES V AND THE ORDER OF
MALTA". National Heritage, European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste
Foundation With the collaboration of: University of Extremadura. Yuste Monastery.
Cuacos de Yuste (Spain).



OCTOBER 4. Symposium "The first trip around of the world. Charles V and Juan
Sebastian Elcano". Vienna. (Austria).
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OCTOBER 6: CYCLE "THE EMPEROR’S CONCERTS". Singer Pur. European and IberoAmerican Academy of Yuste Foundation, in collaboration with National Heritage and
the Goethe Foundation. Royal Monastery of Yuste. Cuacos de Yuste (Cáceres-Spain)



OCTOBER 19-20. “Charles V. One night in Valdestillas". Valdestillas (Valladolid, Spain)
Markets, Renaissance activities...



OCTOBER 19-20. Charles V Route to Medina de Pomar (Burgos, Spain) Markets,
Renaissance activities...
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OCTOBER 30. Meeting with Spanish Partners. Valladolid (Spain)

NOVEMBER


NOVEMBER 3. Recreation of the arrival of Charles V to Medina del Campo.
(Valladolid-SPAIN).
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NOVEMBER 5-6. International Seminar “Charles V and the origins of globalization”.
Lecce (Italy).





NOVEMBER 5: SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE MEETING IN LECCE, ITALY.

NOVEMBER 9-10. Recreation of the arrival of Charles V in Tornavacas and Imperial
Market of Charles V. Tornavacas. (Cáceres).
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NOVEMBER 16-17. Recreation of the arrival of Charles V in Jarandilla de la Vera.
(Cáceres).



NOVEMBER 21-24. INTUR. Trade Fair in Valladolid.

DECEMBER


DECEMBER 1. Dramatized visit showcasing the Battle of Mühlberg. Mühlberg
Museum 1547. (Germany).

DECEMBER 2-5. GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COOPERATION NETWORK OF THE ROUTES OF
CHARLES V IN MÜHLBERG.
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